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ABSTRACT
Attitudinal Effects of Unified Mathematics
at Hillcrest High School
by
Willis Dean Samuels, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1976
Major Professor: Dr. Ros s R. Allen
Department: Secondary Education

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
between ( 1) attitude as expressed on Aiken 1 s Mathematics Attitude
Scale between students who had been taught Unified Mathematics and
similar students who had not been taught Unified Mathematics.

The

sample consisted of 37 students in the treatment group and 46 students
in the control group.
The students were given a copy of Aiken's Mathematics Attitude
S c ale.

The responses were scored by the researcher.

Seven null

hypotheses were examined by ca lculating the means and sta ndard deviations of each group.

Comparison of the posttest means was per-

formed by using the z test for each of the relationships stated in seven
hypotheses.

1:

vii

It w a s c oncluded from this study that:
1.

The Unified Mathematics program had a le s s p o siti v e effe c t

on the attitudes of the students in the treatment than students in the
control group .
2.

The Unified Mathematics program had a negative effect on

females i n the treatment but not on the males in the same group .
3.

The non-U n ified Mathematics program did not produ c e

negative attitudes on stu dent s as did the Unified Mathemati c s program.
4.

The Unified Mathematics program had no negati v e effect on

the attitudes of male students.
(66 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

General nature of the problem
The late 1960s through the early 1970s have witnessed a change
in mathematics education that may well be remembered in history as
the era of, "The Great Circle."

During this period of time an attempt

was made to eliminate the traditional approach to mathematics education in favor of a newer mathematics approach.

"There was general

agreement in the early 1950s and even before that date that the teaching
of mathematics was far lower than in other subjects.

Student dislike,

and even dread, of mathematics was widespread" (Kline, 1973 ).
It was felt that a change in the secondary mathematics curriculum

was needed.

What is now called the "new math" is the result of these

changes.
Several research studies have been conducted to establish
student attitudes toward mathematics.

Recently, a study was published

which indicated that student attitude toward mathematics was highest in
the 4th through the 7th grades and then seemed to decline in the higher
grades (Dutton, 1968).
It became apparent from the many studies that were conducted
that there are perhaps some non-cognitive or nonintellective variables
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such as motivation, personality and attitude which may have a profound
influence on learning and achievement.

Of these variables Abrego

(1966) contends that attitude is perhaps the most important.

She

states "· •. without the right attitude, the child's full potential of
growth in knowledge cannot be realized" (p . 206) .
Only re cen tly have research programs been designed to study
the influences of attitudes on the learning processes and achievement
of students.

Men such as Dreger and Aiken (1 957, 1970), Dutton (1954),

and Poffenburger and Norton (1956), directed their efforts to study
attitudes and the influence upon performance in mathematics.

Their

research suggests that there is a marked decrease in the number of
student s enrolling in mathematics classes at the high school levels,
and that one of the reasons for this decrease may be a general negative
attitude toward mathematics.
Some possible contributing factors toward student attitude are
teacher attitudes, teaching methods, text books and curriculum, and
lack of relevancy of material.
Since the adaptation of the new mathematics, enrollment in
college and high school mathematics courses has dropped far below the
figures of the 195 Os and early 1960s (Dutton, 1968; Educational Testing
Services of Prin<;eton, 1956; and Gough, 1954).
In order to implement the new mathematics in the high schools,
and to prove that new mathematics was better than the traditional
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mathematics, the achievement tests were changed from favoring the
traditional mathematics students to favoring the new mathematics student (Kline, 1973 ).

Therefor e , the traditional mathematics teacher

was for ced into changing to the new mathematics approach in order
for his students to stay competitive on the achievement tests.

Morris

Kline, in numerous articles as far back as early 1950s has been an
unr e lenting opponent to the changes taken by the new mathematics
creators.

The basic change taken by new mathematics creators was

to move away from traditional mathematics emphasis on computation
and manipulation of mathematics expressions to a rigorous, formal
and deductive approach into the reasoning behind the manipulations.
They felt that if a student knew the reasons behind the manipulations
they could figure out how to do the manipulations.
Kline, in his vigorous opposition against the new mathematics,
has had much to say against new mathematics.

He predicts a deteriora-

tion in the enrollment of mathematics courses in high schools and
colleges.
If mathematical education of the traditional type has
suffered from the martinets who imposed rote learning, the
newer education will suffer more horribly from the rigormongers . . • Mathematics proper does not and perhaps should
not appeal to ninty-eight percent of the students . • . By neglecting motivation and application, the pedagogues have caused
mathematics education to suffer. These men have presented
the stern but not the flower and so have failed to present the
true worth of what they are teaching. (Kline, 1974, p. 19)
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Edward G. Begle has been active in bringing the new mathematics into being.

Begle in answer to Kline, comments in a recent

article.
No substantiation is provided for this (Klin e's) statement, and, in fact, Kline is again quite remote from reality.
In the National Longitudinal Study, student attitude s toward
mathematics and other school subjects were assessed at the
beginning of the first, third, and fifth years of the study • • •
these students gave mathematics a good rating, but also that
their attitudes towards mathematics improved when a substantial number of them were exposed to modern programs.
(Begle, 1974, pp. 27-28)
One of the most radical moves away from traditional mathematics in the junior and senior high school mathematics curriculum was
the approach taken by the Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum
Improvement Study organized by Howard Fehr of Columbia University.
This organization attempted to unify three branches of mathematics;
aritlunetic, algebra, and geometry by basing th em on the ideas of sets,
axioms, and mappings (Fehr, 1972).

The resulting Unified Mathematics

program was offered in many junior and senior high schools.

The

Unified Mathematics program was designed to be taught only to the
top ten or fifteen percent of the mathematics students.

These top

mathematics students were selected from the sixth grade graduating
classes and enrolled into the Unified Mathematics course starting in
the seventh grade and continuing through each grade to the twelvth
grade.

The Unified Mathematics course was authored by Howard Fehr;

James Fey, University of Maryland; and Thomas Hill, University of
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Oklahoma.

Unified Mathematics in the seventh grade book covers

advanced subjects such as probability, analysis, geometries, number
systems, vector spaces, fields, rings, groups, relations, mappings,

operations, sets, absolute values, translations of lines, lattice-point
g raphs, translations and dilation in lattices , sets, subsets, operations

on sets, binary relations, line reflections, translational symmetry,
rotational symmetry, symmetry in a point, dilations, groups of isometries, dilations in a plane and similarity, and translations and
groups (Fehr, Fey, Hill, 1972).

After the seventh grade course,

topics taught included theory of numbers, abstract algebra, linear
algebra, n-dimensional geometry, projective geometry, tensors,
topology, differential equations, and the calculus.
The forementioned seventh grade subjects were taught in an
introductory manner rather than in great depth.

However, the topics

are treated again in more detail as the student advances through the
program.

Understanding of the seventh grade material is essential in

these more advanced classes.

Many of the subjects treated in the

seventh grade book are subjects which are normally taken only by
college mathematics majors and graduate mathematics majors.
What affect does this Unified Mathematics Program have on
the attitudes of the students?

Do these students who were in the

seventh grade have a favorable attitude towards mathematics?

How

do their attitudes toward mathematics compare with the attitudes of
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other students who are the top ten or fifteen percent of their mathematics class but who were not exposed to the Unified Mathematics
Program ?
Because attltude is a most important factor in the learning
process (Abrego, 1966), the purpose of this research is to determine
what affect, if any, the Unified Mathematics Program has on the attitudes of students in the program compared with similar students who
are not in the program.

Importance of the s tud y
Typically, a modern program in mathematics was begun in the
Jordan School District in 1971.

The top ten percent of the mathematics

stud ents entering the seventh grade at Union Junior High S chool in the
Jordan School District, Salt Lake City, Utah from the e lem entary
schools in the district were handpicked by the Union Junior High School
mathematics department.

Letters were sent to the parent s of these

students stating that their child had been selected to participate in an
adva n ced mathematics program and that the child should be allowed to
participate in the program.
The program is a modern mathematics program which utilizes
a rigorous tr eatment of the real number system.

The text used in the

six year program was Unified Mathematics by Fehr, Fey, and Hill.
The seventh grade began with Course 1.

Follow-on courses were

offered those students in the e ighth, ninth, and tenth grades.
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What is the cause of the drop in mathematics enrollment ?

Is

new mathematics turning students against mathematics as Kline predicted it would?

Are authors s u ch as Fehr, Fey, and Hill "rigor

mongers?" (Kline, 1973 ).
This study attempted to assess the efforts of the curriculum
purposed in 1971 by the Union Junior High School mathematics department, a nd give impli cation for further study.
If the students who had taken Unified Mathematics had poorer
attitudes, then it might be concluded that the cause for the drop in
mathematics enrollinent was a result of adaptation of the new cirriculum.

The new mathematics curriculum might also be the cause of the

low eri ng enrollment in th e other mathematics related sciences such
as physics an d engineering.
On the other hand, if it were found that student attitudes were
unchanged or were better after having taken the new mathematics
(B egle, 1974), then researchers must look elsewhere for the cause of
lower mathematics enrollinents.

Researchers might then look to the

Begle philosophy of mathematics for future mathematics curriculum
changes .

Hypotheses of the study
Generally, the research was aimed at accomplishing three
objecti ves:

first, to determine what effect, if any , the Unified Mathe-

matics program had on the students in the program as compared to
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similar students who were not in the program as expressed on the
Aiken Mathematics Attitude Scale; second, to determine if the Unified
Mathematics program had a different effect on boys than girls; and
third, to compare the attitudes of the girls in the Unified program with
that of the girls in the non- Unified program, and to c ompare the attitudes of the boys in the Unified program with that of the boys in the
non- Unified program.
The answers to these objectives were obtained by the inve s tigation and testing of the following specific hypotheses:
1.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of students in
the treatment group and students in the control group at
Hillcrest High School.

2.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude S cal e scores of male students
in treatment group and female students in treatment group
at Hillcrest High School.

3.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of male students
in treatment group and female students in control group at
Hillcrest High School.

4.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude S c al e sco res of male s tudents
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in treatment group and male students in control group at
Hillcrest High School.
5.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of female
s tudents in treatment group and female students in control
group at Hillcrest High School.

6.

There is no significant differences between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of female students in treatment group and male students in control group
at Hillcrest High School.

7.

There is no significant difference between the means on
Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of female
students in control group and male students in control
group at Hillcrest High School.

D efinition of terms
Attitude.

Thurstone as early as 1928 pointed out that attitudes

could be measured.

In this study he defined attitude as:

the sum total of a man's inclinations and feelings,

prejudices

or bias, pr econceived notions, ideas, fears , threats, and con-

victions about any specified topic" (Thurstone, 1928, p. 531).
One of the most complete and precise statements pertaining to
the definition of attitudes is given by Osgood, Suci, and
baum (1957, pp. 189-190):

Tannen-
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Most authorities are agreed that attitudes are learned
and implicit- -they are inferred states of the organism that are
presumably acquired in much the same manner that other such
internal learned activity is acquired. Further, they are predispositions to respond, but are distinguished from other such
states of readiness in that they predispose toward an evaluative
response. Thus, attitudes are referred to as "tendencies of
approach or avoidance," or as "favorable or unfavorable" and
so on . This notion is related to another shared view- -that
attitudes can be as cr ibed to some basic bipolar continuum with
a neutral or zero reference point, implying that they have both
direction and intensity and providing a basis for the quantitative
indexing of attitudes.
Co ntrol Group.

Control Group as used in the hypotheses and

sections of this paper refer to students in the top ten percent
of their seventh grade mathematics classes but who have not
been exposed to Unified Mathematics.
New Mathematics .

New Mathematics as used in the context of

this paper shall have the same meaning as Unified Mathematics.
Traditional Mathematics.

The study of each of these branches

of mathematics; arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, each separated from the other and without a common basis.

Also, a model

of teaching which requir es a large portion of memorizing of
operational manipulations rather than a rigorous development
of reasoning.
Treatment Group .

Treatment Group as used in the

hypotheses and section s of this paper refer to students who had
been given Unified Mathematics in their seventh grade mathematics class and who were currently in the tenth grade.
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Unified Mathematics.

Generally, th e approach toward mathe-

matics which has attempted to unify three branches of mathematics; arithmetic, algebra, and geometry by basing them on
the ideas of sets, axioms, and mappings.

Specifically, the

mathematics curriculum organized by the Secondary School
Mathematics Curriculum Improvement Study group and presented
in curriculum form as Unified Mathematics, which is authored
by Howard F. Fehr, James T. Fey, and Thomas J. Hill.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of literature c onsists of: ( l) e ffe c ts and impli c ation s
of c urriculum development in mathemati c s , and (2) the attitudin a l effe c t s
of c ur r iculum developments in mathemati c s .

C urri c ulum development effects
in mathematics
As far back as the year 1 9 12 some mathematics edu c ators
(Whitehead, 1 912) advocated a relaxation of rigor and stru c ture in th e
tea c hing of mathematics in the elementary and se c ondary levels .

He

c harged that mathemati c s on these levels should have been pur ged of
ever y element whi c h c ould onl y be justified by referen c e to a more
prolong e d c ourse of study .

He maintained that , " there could be no t hing

more destru c tive on true educ ation than to spend long hours in the
a c quirement of ideas and methods whi c h lead nowhere" (p . 16).

He

advo c ated, for example, "that the secondary l e vel geometry c urri c ulum
be rigidly purged of all propositions whi c h might appear to th e student
to be merely c uriosities without important bearings " (p . 16).
In the fall of 1957 Russia launched their first Sputnik.

Soon

after the Sputnik laun c hing , many groups decided to go into the busine ss
of produ ci ng a new mathematics curriculum to close the gap in
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mathematics a nd scien ce which was believed to exist between the United
States of America and the Soviet Union .
In 1 958, The Ameri can Mat hematical So c i ety, an organization
c on ce rn e d with mathemati cs r esea r ch, organize d a n ew g roup call ed
Th e School Mathematics Study Group, headed by Profes sor Edward G.
Beg l e .

The gro u p was to write a n ew mathemati cs c urri c ulum for hi gh

sc hool s and t he n ext e nd its program to includ e the e lem entary school
arithmetic c urri c ulum.

(Co ll ege Entran ce Examination Board, 1958,

He port, Program for Co ll ege Pr e paratory Math ematics )
Th e Na tional Coun cil of Tea c her s of Mathematics se t up its own
c urri c ulum comm ittee c alled The Secondary School C urri c ulum Committee which printed its r ecomme ndation s of cur ri culum changes in
the May 1 959 is sue of Th e Mathematics T eacher .
In th e s ummer of 1963 a group of mathemati c ian s assembled for
Th e Cambridg e Confe r e n ce on School Mathematics (Goals for School
Mat hematics , Hepo rt, 1 963 ).

Thi s group r ecommended the inclusion

of many additional and advanced topi cs drawn from th e th eo ry of numbers, a b st ra c t alg eb r a , lin ear algebra, n-dim e nsional geometry, p roj ec tiv e geom e try, t e n sors , topology, differ e ntial equations , and calculus .
Th e r e port (p. 7) ass e rts that the s ubj ec t matter w hi c h th ey we r e proposing co uld b e roughly d esc rib e d by saying tha t a student who had
w orked t hrough the full th i rt een years of mat hema ti cs in grades K
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through 12 sho uld have a l evel of training compa rabl e to 3 years of a
top-lev e l co llege training today.
Other gro up s such as th e Ba ll State Project, Th e University of
Maryland Mathematics Projec t, The Minnesota School Sci e n ce and
M athematics Cen ter, and the Grea t er C l eve land Mathema ti cs Program
all were formed to up-grad e the mathematics c urri c ulum in elementary
and secondary levels (K lin e, 1 973, p. 17}.

The Secondary S chool

Ma th emat i cs C urriculum Improvement Study was organized in 1 965 and
proposed to unify sev er al branches of ma th ema tic s in th e secondary
c urriculum (The objectives of this group hav e been cove red in Chapt er
I of this r esea r c h).

Prof esse rs Fehr and Fey (co-authors of Unified

Mathematics } contend that their organization of the subject matter
would permit th e introduction int o the high scho ol c urriculum of much
that has

been considered collegiat e mathematics.

In an article publish e d by the Co uncil for Ba sic Education that

author (Mois e , 1965} and co-creater of the n ew mathematics asserted
that one thing was obvious as soon as th e Unified Mathematics Cou rs e
was written , which was,
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•••

th e improvement in intellectual con tent

wa s so great that it would surely produ ce an educational improv emen t
or a c ollap se of classroom morale" (p. 4 61 ) .
Many opinions hav e been made for and again s t this new, abstract
and deductive approach to mathem a tics which is founded on a high l evel
of st ru c tur e .

Mathematics e duc at ors in favor of th e new mathematics

l5

( B runn e r, Brown, 1 961) took the position that modern mathematics wa s
we ll within the grasps of high sc hoo l stud en t s .

B runn e r went so far as

to say that, "Any subject can be taught in some intellectually h onest
form t o any child a t any stage of d eve lopm e nt "

(Brunner, 1 961 , p. 45 ).

B rown ( 1 96 1) stressed that an a r ea of emphas is common to all improved mathema tics programs is st ruc tur e and that struc tu re i s re flected in t he ca reful developm e nt of mathematics as a deductive system.
The new mathematics brought about a divi s ion in mathematics
edu cat i on ci rcl es .

One side was opposed to the abstra c t and d eductive

ap pr oach t o mathematics education, th e other side was in fa v or of the
approach .

It was said by some opponents (Glennon, 1973, and Newsom ,

1 972 ) t h a t, "In retrosp ec t, mathematicians influence was too great."
They c ontended that the imposition o f the s ta ndard new mat hematics
textbook program on all c hildr en is an unsound app r oach .

Also , the

large majority of elementary children need a modern approa ch to mathe matics that is flexible and mor e soc ially relevant than the present abst ra ct approa c h.

"Only by th e s tud en t s b ein g s u ccessful most of the

tim e c an the t eac her contribute t o their positive mental health, mathematical c om p etence and litera cy " (Gl ennon, 1 973 , p. 66 ).

T hese two

mathematics e ducation scholars could not understand the reason for
making learning so diffi c ult that only a small proporti o n of the students
c an persevere to mastery .
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Instead of pretending conc e rn for utility of their work, on e
mathematician (Stone, 1961) emphasized that the trend toward abstraction in elementary and secondary mathematics education must inevitably c ontinue rather than the emphasis on mastery of manipulative
s kills.

Stone further asser t s that the triumph of modern mathematics

is c redited to one fundamenta l principle, abstraction and conscious
detachment of mathematics from physical and other substances.

Thus,

he maintains that the mathematical mind, freed from ballast, may soar
to heights from which reality on the ground can be perfectly observed
and mastered.

. . the necessity for presenting mathematics as the

abstra c t subject it has become and reconciling its antithetical aspects
greatly increase the diffi culti es involved in bringing mathematical
instruction up to the level demanded by our times • • • " (Stone, 1961,
p . 716)
However, this view did not go unchalleng e d (Courant, 19 61,
Neumann, 1961, Stoker, 1962, and Birkhoff, 1943 ). These well publi s hed mathematician s attacked this pro-abstract, anti-applied mathe matics posi ti on of Stone.

Stoker (1961, p. 245) states:

I observe that the abstract point of view and the neglect, even
the contempt, for that kind of mathematics which concern s
its elf with the world of reality, still represents th e prevailin g
tone in American mathematics . . . there are strong forces at
work which have the tendency to perpetuate this situation by
propagating the notion that the strongly abstract approach to
mathematics is the suitable way to introduce it to children in
the elementary and secondary schools. It would seem to me
that this attitude i gnores human psychology and turns reason
upside do wn . It ignores the historical fact that the mode of
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progress in mathematics has always consisted in formulating
the appropriate and truly valuable abstractions on the basis of
prolonged experience of a very concrete character , and the
accompanying highly plausible inference that that is also the
way most people's minds work.
Birkhoff (1943, p. 291) of Harvard University said as far back as
1943, that it will probably be the new mathematics discoveries which
are suggested through physics that will always be th e most important,
for, from the beginning Nature has led the way and established the
pattern which mathematics, the lan guage of Nature , must follow.
One possible cause for the new mathematics trend is suggested
by Kline (1 973 , p. 128) wherein he states:
About eighty-five percent of the Ph. D . 's in mathematics
are not on ly narrow specialists but are concentrated in corn ers
of mathemati cal l ogic , algebra, and topology, fields which are
remote from science •. . These men do not know even freshmen physics . . . Most present-day professors pursue abstractions, generalizations, structure, rigor , and axiomatrics.
Since this is what most mathematicians do it is not surprising
that this is what they think mathematics education should train
young people to do.
Kline also states that the consequences of having university professors lead cur riculum re fo rm are very harmful,

He takes the posi-

tion that, generally, college professors are chose n largely for their
k no wledge of subject matter and research strength and not for their
pedagogi cal skill.

"Trained only to do research, they are not prepared

for tea chi ng even on the college level" (Kline, 1973, p. 129).
Weinberg (1965) criticizes the narrow professional point of view
of mathematicians by pointing out that they impose upon the elementary
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and secondary c urri cula their narrowly disciplinary point of view and
they try to put across what seems important to them, not what is important when viewed in a larger perspective .

He explains that puristic

research-oriented mathematicians have got hold of the curric ulum reform and hav e c reated puristic monsters.

However, he states that

education at the elementary lev e l of a field i s too important to be left
entirely to the professionals in that field, espec i ally if the professionals
are themselves too narrowly specialized in outlook.
An early expe rim enter in the mathematics education field
( Be b erman, 1964) stated that his only job was to find out what things
can be taught an d what things can not be taught to chil dr en.

He takes

the position that when he gives his best efforts to his job and he s till
can not get a mathematical concept across to children, then maybe the
concept can not be taught.

One other very pertinent point that he ob-

serves from his research is that mathematicians do not know just what
is appropriate mathematics for studen ts.

"They do not know what the

r eally important things are in mathematics as far as general education
is concerne d.
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At the Novem b er 16, 1962 Univer s ity Symposium at Ohi o State
University, Beberm an made the following comment in one of his leeturcs:

I think in some cases we have tried to answer questions
that chil dr en n ever raise and to resolve doubts they never
had, but in effect we hav e answered our own questions and
resolved ou r own doubts as a dult s and teachers, but these were
not the doubts and questions of the child ren .
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Concerning mathematics programs at elementary and secondary
levels, a more recent researcher ( Newsom , 1972) found that as a whole
the new mathematics programs were well designed to produce good
mathematicians.

However, he says that it had come to light that

mathematicians had too free a hand in the development of thes e programs.
In swnmary, two basic schools of thought have recently emerged
in the mathematics education field.

The one schoo l is advocating that

only applied mathematics be taught in elementary and secondary
sc hools.

The other school is advocating the more structured and

abstract approach .
Both sides have logical arguments as to why their approach is
better.

The new mathematics people are saying that the new mathe-

matics programs are having a good effect on the students, while o thers
are saying, and attempting to prove, that the new programs are tearing
at the basic purpose of education which is to provide a more general
rather than specialized curriculwn.

Attitudinal effects of curriculwn
developments in mathematics
The r esearch on attitud es has generally shown that attitudes
toward mathematics and the learning of mathematics (mathematics
l aws, operations , etc.) are positively correlated.

In other wor ds,

th e more positive one's attitude toward mathematics, the greater is
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his ease of learning the fundamentals of mathematics.

The more

negative one ' s attitude toward mathematics, the greater is his difficulty
in learning the fundamentals of mathematics.
Because of the positive relationship between attitudes and
learning, mathematics educators have been concerned with factors
that are related to a ttitude s toward mathematics.
In a s tudy financed by the Carnegie Corporation of New York and
conducted by the Educational Testing Services of Princeton, New Jersey
(1956, p. 74) it was found that students, "just don't like the stuff; they
are afraid of it; they don ' t see any point to it . . • Several other studies
suggest that mathematics has the dubious honor of being the least popular subject in the c urriculum."
Several research studies include Aiken (1963). Aiken & Dreger
(1951 }, Tulock (I 957 }, Poffenberger & Norton ( 1959,
(1 956, 1954).

1956}, and Dutton

These studies have centered on finding how prevalent

negative attitudes are and what makes students fear, dislike, and avoid
mathematics even when a majority of these students make satisfactory
grades in other subjects .

Although each researcher used a different

research design, they all concluded generally the same as the findings
of Poffenberger & Norton (1 959, p . 75) that "students do not care as
much for mathematics as th ey do for other school subjects."
Findings on research conducted at the secondary level by the
researchers is typical of the following quote from Poffenberger &
Norton (19 59, pp. 171-172):
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Fifty-two percent reported their liking for school in general as
"very muc h" while 25o/o reported liking arithmetic and mathemati c s "very much." On l y 2% reported dislike for s c hool in
general, which would be expected among entering freshmen,
but 24o/o reported an active dislike for mathematics.
Further support for the existence of negative attitudes towards
mathematics is found in Robert's (196 9) study of mathematics attitudes
at the c ollegi ate level.
A !though the studies previously cited in di c ate that negative
attitudes are common, there are studies which have shown that attitudes
toward mathematics are not as lo w as some tend to believe (Mosher
1 952: Rowland & Inskeep 1963: Sister Josephone 1959; and Chase 1949).
In a rat ing of best liked subjects, Rowland & Inskeep (1963) and
Mosher ( l 95 2) found that int e rmediate grade students ranked arithmetic
first.

Furth er support for belief in the prevalence of positive attitudes

comes from the reports of Sister Josephine (1959) and Chase (1949)
that students at the elementar y level rated arithmetic as the second
best liked subject.
A lthough there appears to be d isagreement between grade levels
regarding general attitudes toward mathematics, the majority of the
studies indi c ate a dislike for the subject in grades seven through
twelve.
Another trend that is evident in the studies is that mathematics
starts to lose popularity in the junior high school and becomes
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pr o gr es siv e l y more unpopular at the higher gra de levels .

Some think

thi s ma y be a result of the students being introduc ed to algebra and
other abstract mathematics which are part of the curriculum at junior
high s c hools .
Aiken ( 1970) stated that "the relationship between attitudes and
performan c e is c ertainly the consequence of a rec ipro c al influen c e, in
that attitude s affec t achievement and a c hi e vement in turn affec t s atti tude s " (p . 56 0).

The out c ome of this relationship is seen in Aik e n's

( 19 70) a cco unt of Shapiro's (19 6 2) findings that per se veran c e i n so lving
arithm e t ic probl e ms was greater for students who liked mathemati c s
than for thos e who disliked it.

This study also indicated that girls as a

group were more persevering than boys at the elementary level.
D e gnan (1967) studi ed the attitudes of twenty-two eighth grade
student s clas s i fie d (for analysis purposes) as low a c hiever s in math e mati c s w ith t went y -tw o e ighth grade student s d e signat e d as high a c hi e v er s in mathemati c s .

His group designated as high a c hiever s included

s tudent s w hos e reading and arithmeti c grade levels were above a v era g e.
The unde ra e hi evem ent groups c onsisted of students whose reading grade
levels were above a v erage but whose arithmeti c grade levels w e re below
average .

Degnan used the c hildren's form of the Taylor Man ifest

Anx i ety S c ale and Dutton's Mathematics Attitude S c ale (19 54) to obtain
measures of general anxiet y and mathematics attitudes for ea c h g roup .
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The high achievers had a much more positive attitude towards
mathematics than the under a chieve r s.

A l so , und e ra chieve r s ranked

mathe mati cs s ignificantly low er than did achievers by order of pre ference.

Th e findings of hi s s tudy supported the co nt ention of other

r esea rchers that poor mathematical performance among otherwise high
achieving students is relat ed to poor attitude toward the s ubject.
Stephens ( 1960) in studyin g attitude toward s mathematics of h igh and
low achi eve r obtained similar results.
Th e foregoing studies h a v e indicated that achievement i s r e lated
to attitude and i s , therefore, an important variable in attitud e resear c h .

.§_urn mary
The first sec tion of this c hapter discussed the dichotomy existing
between two major faction s in mathematics e ducati o n.

Th e sepa rati on

between the two g roup s i s of vital inter es t to mathematics edu cation
s in ce th e Unified Mathematics Program i s s u ch a radi c al d e partur e
from past tr e nds in mathemati cs e ducation.

Charges l evele d by the

opponents of th e Uni fied Mathematics Program are making very strong
a ll e gation s and predictions as to the futur e harm to mathemati cs e du cati o n which will b e caused by s u ch program s .

This section f urther

br o ught out th e major argum e nts presented by eac h side .

This infor -

mation is impe rative in order to gain a full und e rstanding and background into the purpose and goal of thi s r esea rch.
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In the second section of this chapter, attention was focused on
attitudes of students toward new mathematics .

Since both new and old

mathematics groups are claiming that their approach has the better
outcome on attitudes toward mathematics, it was necessary to include
past research findings relating to attitudes .

As was brought out in this

sect i on , attitudes affect achievement, and attitudes determine th e level
of dislike, fear , and anxiety that students have towards mathematics.
Mathematics education can be of service to students by motivating them an d by providing them wi th skill s required in their future
s t ations in lif e .

Or, mathematics edu ca tion can turn st ud ents against

mathematics and all mathemati cs related s ubj ects .
Studies done in a ll areas related to attitudes towards mathematics are few in number.

Continued research is need ed to replicate

existing res ult s and to seek additional answers to questions in this
important area of research.

Indeed, it is necessary to continue to

contemplate the question of where mathematics e du cation is heading
and what factors determine its direction.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD

The methods and procedures of this study are divided into seven
separate sections:

population and description of subjects, des cription

of measur e employed, procedure for collecting data, the mathematics
attitude scale, assumptions, limitations, and resear ch design to be
used.

Population and description of subjects
The target popu lation of interest in this study was all tenth
grade students who had Unified Mathematics in the seventh grade, and
all other tenth grade students who were the top fifteen percent of thei r
class in mathematics and who had not had Unified Mathematics.

How-

ever, due to economic and physical limitations, the accessible population for this study was all tenth grade students at Hill cres t High School
who had Unified Mathematics in the seventh grade, and all tenth grade
students at Hillcrest High School who were allowed to take algebra in
the eighth grade but who had not had Unified Mathematics.

This last

group was selected from Adams Junior High School where Unified
Mathematics is not taught.
Junior High School.

Unified Mathematics is taught at Union

Both junior high schoo ls feed their students to

Hillcrest High School upon their graduation from the ninth grade .
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The tr eatment group in this research refers to the group which
was taught U nifi e d Mathema ti cs in th e seventh grade .

The control gro u p

in this r esearch refers to the group w h ich was not taught Unified Mathemat i cs .

Th e tr eatment group con sis t s of 37 subjects- -1 0 male s tude nt s

a nd 27 ftema le s ubj ec t s .

The cont ro l gro up consis ts of 46 s ubj ects -- 24

mal e subjects a nd 22 female s ubj ects.
Hillcrest High School i s in the Jordan School District, M idval e ,
Utah .

Mi dvale is located in Salt Lake Valley whi ch is th e southern

rural portion of Great er Salt Lake C ity.

According to the Utah Depart-

ment of Employment Security (1 973 ), a larg e portion of th e wo r k ing
population of the di s trict were empl oye d in th e areas of mining, manufac turing, trade, services, gove rnm e nt, or were self em ployed.

Th e

largest portion were employed in minin g and con s tructi on.
A li s t o f all seventh grade s tudent s en r o ll e d in Unified Mathe matics in Un i on J uni o r High School in 1 973 -1 974 schoo l year was obtained fr om the junior high schoo l.

Th en, an exhaustive sea rch of th e

entire tenth grade personal folders was made to find any other s tudents
who w e r e not on th e list, a nd to lo c ate all tenth grade students from
Adams Junior High School who h a d algebra in th e e ighth grade.
s ubjec t s in this research are a r es ult of this search .

The

It is also worth

noting that most of the treatment g roup s ubj ects had taken Unified
Ma th ematics in the e ighth, ninth, and tenth grades .
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Oesc ription of measure employe d
The in s trument us ed in the co ll ec ti o n of th e data fo r thi s investigation was th e standard M a the matics Attitude Scale (Aik e n, 1972).

T his

a ttitud e scal e was us ed t o provide a general d esc ripti on of " en joym e n t of
math ema ti cs " . . . which encompasses not only a liking for mathematics
problems, but for mathemati cs t erms , symbols, and routine com putations.

Th e t es t cons i s ts of 20 qu es tions of which the co rr elation coeffi -

cie nt of reliability is 0 . 95 and the predictive validity is li sted as 0. 40.
This ins trum ent was used after treatment to assess attitudes.

The time

requir e d to administer th e Mathematics Attitude Scale is approximately
l 0 minutes.

Procedure for collecting data
In or d e r t o t est the set of hypotheses, the Statis-Group Compari son Design was used.
The following procedures we r e u sed to faci litate th e use of this
d esign .
1.

Requests for permission to do res earch in the Hillcrest
High S c hool wer e sent to the Jordan S c hool Distri c t.

2.

Contact was mad e with the Head Co uns e lor at Hillc r es t
Hi gh S c hool to es tabli sh a procedure for procuring the r e quired information from s tude nt files.

3.

Conta ct was made w ith the Union Junior High Schoo l Principa l t o obtain names of tr ea tm en t group .
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4.

A search of school records was made in order to obtain a
list of con trol and treatment group subjects .

5.

A list of each group, by nam e , was assemb led.

6.

A c over l e tt e r was written explaining to the students that
th e resp onses t o the qu es tions would be con fidential (App e ndix C ).

7.

The studen t s were c alled o ut of class and given the attitude
scale in the coun seling office .
to write e ither a

11

T 11 or a

11

The s tud ents were instructed

C 11 in place of their nam e .

Those

stude nt s in the tr ea tment gro u p were instructed to write a
"T" , and those in the cont rol g roup were instructed to w rite

8.

Each st ud ent was then instructed to designate "Male" or
" Female" on the top of the answer shee t.

9.

All stud ents were given the a t titude sca l e w ithin a four day
pe ri od.

10.

The results were hand sco r ed by the res ea rch e r.

ll.

T es t sco r es were ca l cul a t e d a nd analyze d by the researcher
u si n g th e z -t es t.

The math emati cs attitude scal e
The mathemati cs atti tud e sca l e used in sec uring data for this
resear c h was the Aiken Attitud e S c ale (App en di x A).

As can be seen

from th e t es t, a Likert type scal e was used for stud e nt r esponses.
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The following values are assigned to student responses:
SA

= l 00,

A

= 80,

U

= 60,

D

= 40,

and SD

= 20 .

A score was obtain ed

for each of the twenty questions, and then all twenty scores we r e added .
This total score was then divided by 20 to obtain the average for each
student.

If a s tudent chose to answer U (60) for each response, his

mean score would be 60 .

Therefore, any mean score above 60 i s a po.si-

tive response, and any mean score below 60 i s a negative response .
All test scores were graded and placed in the control gro up or
the treatment group depending upon l etter designation on the s heet.
The two groups were further divided into male and female s ub-groupings.
The scores and statis ti cal data for each group and sub-group are found
in Tabl e l, Table 2, and Appendix B .

Assumptions
The assumptions upon which the study is based are:
l.

Student responses to the mathematics attitude scal es are
made honestly and sincerely .

2.

The measuring d evice used to obtain desired data is valid
and reliable .

3.

The samples of students from the co ntrol and treatment
groups are representative of the accessible population,

4.

Mortality of the control group between the seventh and tenth
grades was the same as for the tr eatment group .

This
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Table l .

Summary of test results

Group
A
(Male Treatment )

Size of
G r oup

X

S . D.

o. 7

10

71. l

l

27

58.8

14.5

(Female Control)

22

71. l

16. 6

D
(Ma l e Control)

24

72.5

14.3

(Treatment Group)

37

65.45

14.7

F
(Control Group)

46

71.79

15. 3 5

B

(Female Treatment)

c

E
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Table 2.

Comparison of groups

Groups
c ompared

Level of
significance (. 05)

z- Value

E and F

-1. 95

-4. 7 *

A and B

1. 95

3 . 0*

A and C

1. 96

. 20

A and D

-1.96

. 23

Band D

-1 . 96

-3. 39*

Band C

-1. 96

-2. 72*

C and D

-1. 96

-

* Signifi c ant

at . 05 level

. 30
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asswnption offsets the possible experiJnental mortality of
the design.

LiJnitations
The study was limited by:
1.

The availability of funds to finance the necessary programs
of testing and data processing.

2.

The nwnber of students in the treatment group who moved
from the district between their seventh and tenth grades.

3.

The representativeness of the samples for the target
population.

Research design
The research design used in this research was the Static-Group
Comparison design.

This is a design in which a group which has

experienced X is compared with one which has not, for the purpose of
establishing the effect of X (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) .

What follows

is a schematic representatiion of the design to facilitate an understand
ing of the analysis employed.
Variables:

Group
Treatment
A, B, and E
Control
C, D, and F

X

refers to the treatment

0

refers to the measurement
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The dahed lin e b etween treatment and con trol gro ups indicat es
tha t the samples we re not random l y se l ec t ed.
One common source of int er nal inva lidity aff ectin g this design
is that post-test differences between groups can be attributed to characteristics of the gro ups as we ll a s to the experimental treatment
( Borg an d Gall, 1971).

However, this weakn ess was offset by a pre-

liminary matching to equalize the treatm e nt and control g roups.

The

pr e liminary matching w a s accomplished by choos in g the control group
to be in the top fifteen per cent of the mathematics class .

Thus, t he

two groups were similarly matched as much as possible.

Also, it was

assumed that th ere would b e app roximatel y the same s ubjec t mortality
in each group which would offset the variabl e of experimental mortality.
The tr eatm e nt group wa s divided into two sub-groups.

Sub-

gro up A was males in the tr eatment group, an d s ub-gr o up B was the
f emales in the treatment group.

GroupE was the combinati o n of sub -

groups A and B .
The cont r o l gro up was divid e d into two s ub-groups.

Sub-group

C was fema l eo in the control group , and sub - group D was t h e males in
the co ntrol group.

Group F was the combination of sub-gro ups C and

D.
A nonymity of all subjects was implim en ted to avoid the pos s ibility that a f ear r eactio n by s tud en ts would a dvers ely affec t the results.
There f ore, s tud e nt s we re told not to put their name s on t he answer
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sheet.

The s tudents were told to wr it e a "T" or a "C" in place of their

nam es according to instructions from the exam iner.

The data yielded by thi s experimental design was analyzed by
doing a z-test comparison of the posttest mean scores (Newm<.. rk, 197 5 ,
and Campbe ll and Stanley, 1963 ).
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

As previously mentioned in chapters one and thr ee, the purpose
of thi s study was to inv es tigate the relationship between (1) attitude as
exp r esse d on Aiken's Mathematics Attitude S c al e between students who
had b een taught Unified Mathematics and similar students who had not
been taught Unified Mathematics; and , (2) to d ete rmine if Unified
Mathematics had a different attitudinal e ffect on boys than on girls,
compared with the cont rol group.

The r e lati onship s were investigated

by testing the seven hypotheses stated in c hapter one.

Aiken's Mathe-

mati cs Attitude Scale was used to giv e a mea s ur e of attitude for each
of the various groups in this s tudy.
Ther e are many in stan ces in whi ch one must d ec ide whether the
observed diff eren ces b e twe e n two sam pl e means is du e purely to chan ce
or whether th e population means from which these samples we re select e d are r e ally diff erent.
The z t es t was used to t es t all of th e hypotheses.

The z test is

a s tandard s t atistical test for comparing the diff e rence b e tween two
sam ple means.
All groups and sub-groups in this research are lar ger than 24
except su b-group s A and C.

Sub-group A has n

= 10,

and s ub-group C
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ha s n = 22.

Some authors recommend measures other than the z test

for s amples less than 24, while others do not.
Hypothesis t esting is the process by which a decis i on is made

to either reject or accept a null hypothesis about one of the parameters
of the distribution.

The decision to accept or reject a null hypothesis

is based upon information obtained from the sample data and upon the
test statistic z, where

x l

x2

z

\j_i_
Nl

We let

x1 ,

+
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2
2
N2

5 , and N be the mean, standard deviation, and
1
1

sample size, respectively, of one of the samples, and x

2

,

s 2,

and N

2

the mean, standard deviation, and sample size, respectively, of the
second sample .
Attitude Scale.

The null hypotheses were tested using the Mathematics
This chapter will outline the findings of each of the

seven hypotheses .

Hypothesis I
The z test anal ysis between the attitudes expressed by the
treatment group and the control group showed a z value of- 4. 7.

This

z value for the analysis is greater than the critical z value of -1. 96.
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Hen c e, hypothesis I, according to the data in this study was rejected
at the . OS level.

This means that this study indicates a statistically

significan t difference in attitudes towards mathematics expressed between th e treatment group and the control group , or that the control
group had s ignificantly more positive attitudes than the tr eatmen t gro up.

Hypothesis II
The z test analysis between the attitudes exp r essed by the
males in the treatment group an d the femal es in the tr eatm en t group
showed a z value of 3 , 0 .

This z val u e for the analy sis is greater than

the critical z value of 1 . 96.

Hence, hypothesis II, according to the

d ata in this study, was r ejected at the. OS level.

This means that this

study indicates a statistically significant difference in attitud es towards
mathematics expressed between the males in the treatment group and
the females in the treatment group, with the males having a more positive attitude.

Hypothei s III
The z test analysis between the attitudes exp re ssed by the
male st ud e nt s in the treatm ent group and the females in the control
group showed a z value of. 20.
than the critica l z value of l. 96.

This z value for the analysis i s less
Hence, hypothesis III, according to

the data in this study, was not rejected .

This means that this study

indicates that there was no statistically significant differences in
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attitudes towards mathematics ex pr essed b etween the males in the
tr e atment g roup and the females in th e cont rol gro up.

Hypothesis IV
The z t es t analy s i s between the attitudes expresse d by the male
s tud en t s in th e treatment group and the male s tud ents in the contr o l
g roup showe d a z value of -. 23 .
t han th e c ritical z value of -1. 96 .

This z valu e for the analysis is le ss
H ence , hypothesis IV, according

to the data in this s tud y , was not rejected ,

This means that this s tudy

indi cates that there was no statistically s i gnificant diff erence in attitudes towards mathematics exp r esse d between the males in the treatment g roup and males in the control group .

Hypothes i s V
The z tes t analysis betw een the att i tudes expressed by the
females in the treatment group and females in the control gro up showe d
a z value of - 2 . 72 .

Thi s z valu e fo r the analysis is g r eate r than the

cri ti ca l z value of -1. 96.

Hence, hypothesis IV, according to the data

in thi s s tudy, was reje cte d at the . 0 5 l e v e l.

This means that thi s s tudy

indi ca t es a statistically significant differ e n ce in attitud es to wa rds
math ematics exp r essed between the females in the co ntrol group a nd
females in the treatm e nt group with the female s in the control group
having a s ignifi cantly more po s iti ve attitud e .
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Hypothesi s VI
The z test analysis between the attitudes expressed by the
female students in the treatment group and male students in th e control gro up s howed a z value of -3. 39.

This z value for the analysis is

greater than the critical z value of -1 . 96.

Hence, hypothesis VI,

according t o the data in this study , was rejected at the . 05 level.

This

means that this st udy indicates a statistically s i gnifica nt difference in
attitudes towards mathematics expresse d between the femal es in the
treatment group and males in the control group, with the males having
a more positive attitude .

Hypothesis VII
The z test analysis between the attitudes exp ressed by the female students in the control group and male students in the control
group s howed a z valu e of-. 30.
than the c ritical z value of -1. 96.

This z value for the analysis is less
Hence, hypothesis VII, according

to the data in this study, was not r ejected .

This means that this study

indicates that there was no s tati stically significan t difference in attitudes towards mathematics exp r essed between the females in th e contr o l group and males in the contro l group.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Hypotheses, method
and findings
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
between (I) attitude as expressed on Aiken's Mathematics Attitude
Scale between students who had been taught Unified Mathematics and
similar students who had not been taught Unified Mathematics; and (2)
to det e rmine if Unified Mathematics had a different attitudinal effect
on boys than on girls as compared to the control group .
The null hypotheses that were tested are as follows:
I.

There is no significant differ e n ce between the means on

Aiken 1 s Mathematics Attitude S ca le scores of students in the treatment
group and students in the control group.
2.

Ther e is no significant differen ce between the means on

Aiken's Mathematics Attitude S cale scores of male s tudents in the
treatment group and female students in the treatment group.
3.

There is no significant differ e nce between the means on

Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Sca le sco r es of male students in the
treatment group and female students in control group.
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4.

There is no significant difference between the means on

Aiken' s Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of male students in the
treatment group and male students in the control group.
5.

There is no significant difference between the means on

Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of female students in the
treatment group and female students in the control group.
6.

There is no significant difference between the means on

Aiken ' s Mathemati cs Attitude Scale scores of female students in the
treatment group and male students in the control group.
7.

There is no significant difference between the means on

A ik en ' s Mathematics Attitude Scale scores of female students in the
control group and male students in the control group.
Conducting the study and testing of the null hypotheses were
made possible through the cooperation of the Jordan School District,
Hillcrest High School administration, and counseling staff.

The

sample consisted of 37 students in the treatment group and 46 student s
in the control group.
Permission was received from Jordan School District in April,
1976 to c onduct the research study in the district.

Contact was made

with the Head Counselor at Hillcrest High School to establi sh a procedure for procuring the required information from student files.
After the foregoing procedur es were established, a list was
obtain e d from the Union Junior High School principal which contained
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the names of all tenth grade students who were enrolled in Unified
Mathematics in the seventh grade.

Then, a search of all tenth grade

files was conducted in order to form a list of all tenth grade students
who were en rolled in algebra in the eighth grade at Adams Junior High
School.

The students who had Unified Mathematics were placed in the

treatment group, and the students who were enrolled in eighth grade
algebra were placed in the cont r ol group.

Students were then called

o ut of class and given the attitude scale in the counseling office.

Those

student s in the treatment group were instructed to write a " T" on their
answer shee t, and those students in the co ntrol group were instructed
to write a "C" on their answer sheet.

Each student was also asked to

put either "Male" or "Female" on the sheet.

The Aiken Mathematics

Attitude Scale had a reliability coefficient of • 95 and validity of . 40 .
The tests were collected and hand-scored by the r esearche r.
A z test was used to analyze the findings relative to each of the seven
hypotheses.
Based on the findings of this study, the following conclusions
were reached .
l.

The null hypothesis comparing the attitudes expressed be-

twe en the t r eatment group and the control group was rejected.

There-

fore, it was concluded that Unified Mathematics has a less positive
effect on the attitudes of students.
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2.

The null hypothesis c omparing the attitudes expressed

between the males in the treatment gronp and the females in the treatment group was rejected.

Therefore, it was concluded the Unified

Mathematics had a negative effect on the females but not on the males .
The mean score for the girls in the treatment group was 58. 8 (negative ),
and the mean score for the males in the treatment group was 72. l
(positive) .
3.

The null hypothesis comparing the attitudes expressed

between the males in the control group and th e females in the control
group was not rejected .

The mean score for the girls in the control

group was 71. l (positive), and the mean score for the boys in the control group was 72 . 5 (positive).

Therefore, it was concluded that the

non- Unified Mathematics mathematics programs did not produce
negativ e attitudes in the students as did Unified Mathematics.
4.

The null hypothesis compa ring the attitudes expressed be-

tween the males in the control group and males in the t !· eatment group
was not rejected.

The mean score for th e males in the control group

was 7 2. 5, and the mean score for the males in the treatment group
was 72 . 1 .

Therefore, it was concluded that the Unified Mathematics

ha s no negative effect on the attitudes of male students .
Since the null hypothesis compa ring the attitudes expressed betw ee n the treatment group and the control group was rejected, it

appears that Kline ' s view

of Unified Mathematics is valid.

His view
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was that student attitudes would be effected negatively by the new mathematics.

When taken as a who l e, his view appeared to be va lid.

How

eve r, thi s study s howed that his view was correct for only females .
The male s tuden t s expressed att itud es toward mathemat i cs not unlik e
the males and females in the control group.

An interesting point is

that most of the students that were enrolled in Unified Mathematics
we r e female.

Recommendations
To the extent that the findings presented in this study are of
sufficient worth to warrant further inv estigation, the following recommendations would seem to be in order:
l.

It i s s ugg ested that this study be repeated using samples

from a vari ety of schools and a variety of locations.
2.

Because of the complex nature of mathematical attitudes,

it is possible that the present scales and devices employed to measure
these attitudes are not sensitive enough.

Therefore, further research

a nd study into the revision and development of mathematical attitude
sca l es is needed.
3.

Since the attitude scale used in this study was an adaptation

of Aiken's Mathematics Attitude Scale, it is suggested that this study
i s repeated using another mathematics attitude scale such as the one
d eve l ope d by Dutton,
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4.

It is recommended that the mathematics c urriculum in

the elementary and junior high schools move away from the abstract
appr oach used in Unified Mathematics and all other such programs to
a more applied and useful approa c h.
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Appendix A
Mathematics Attitude Scale

MALE

NMffi: _____________________

F£;1ALE

Junior-nlgh

Scho~Attended
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MATHEMATICS ATTITUDE SCALE
_Dit c c ri ons:

Pleilse writ e your name in the upp e r ri ght-h and cor ne r .

Each of th e

stat eme nts on this opinionnnire exp r esses a f ee lin g or attitude t oward mathematics.
You are to ln dica t e , on a five-point scale, the ex t e nt of agreement between the

a ttitude exp r es sed in each statement and your own personal a tti tude . Th e five
point s are: Strongly Disa gree (SD), Di sag ree {D), Und ec ide d (U), Agr ee (A), Strongly
Agree (SA). Dr aw a circle around the letter or lett e rs givin g the best indication
of how closely you agree or disagree with the attitude expre sse d in each sta tement.
I am alwuys under a terrible strain in a
mathematics class.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I do not like math ematics, and it scares
me to ha ve to take it.

SD

D

u

A

SA

courses.

SD

D

u

A

SA

4.

Mat hemati cs is fascinating and fun.

SD

D

u

A

SA

s.

Math ematics makes me feel secure , and
at the same time it is stimulating.

SD

D

u

A

SA

My mind goes blank and I am unable to
think cl early when working mathematics.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I feel a sense of Insecurity when
a ttempting mathematics .

SD

D

u

A

SA

Ma th ema tics makes me feel uncom fortable,
r es tless, irritable, and impati en t .

SD

D

u

A

SA

The feeling that I have toward mathematic s is a good feeling.

SD

D

u

A

SA

Mathematics makes me feel as though I'm
lost in a jungle of numbers and can't
flnd my way out.

SD

D

u

A

SA

Mathcr:tati cs is somet hing that I enjoy a
great deal.

SD

D

u

A

SA

When I hea r the word mathematics, I have
a feelin g of dislike.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I approach ma t hl!ma ti cs with a feellng of
re~ultin g fr om a fear of not
heine ahle to do ma th emrt tics.

SD

D

u

A

SA

1.

2.

3.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10 .

11.

12.

13.

Mathematics is very interesting to me,
and I enjoy arithmetic and mathematics

hesitation,

( con tin t'ecl on next page)
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14.

I really like mathematics.

SD

D

u

A

SA

15.

Math emati c s is a course in school that
I have always enjoyed studyin g.

SD

D

u

A

SA

It makes me nervous to even think about
having to do a mathematics problem.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I have never liked mathematics, and it
is my most dreaded subject.

SD

D

u

A

SA

am happier in a mathematics class than
in any other c lass.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I feel at ease in mathematics, and I
like it very much.

SD

D

u

A

SA

I feel a definite positive reaction to
mathematics; it's enjoyable.

SD

D

u

A

SA

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

I
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Appendix B
Tabl e 3 .

Test Results by Group

Table 3.

Test results by group

Group Scores and Means
Gr oup A ,
61
88
68
62
69
73
89
61
82
68

n = l0

Group B,
32
64
79
71
80
76
60
26
68
57
41
37
69
65

n = 27 X = 58 . 8
70
54
76
54
60
52
61
43
57
48
47
64
76

X = 72. l

Group Sco res and Means
Gr oup C , n = 22
56
50
47
79
75
85
81
75
77
94
56
65
78
56
75
84
92
60
91
49
42
97

X = 7 1. l

Group 0 , n = 24
50
69
75
89
72
88
68
98
67
58
75
86
45
75
80
49
54
78
82
83
78
90
56
69

X = 72 . 5

Group Scores and Means
Gr o u p E = G r oup A
n = 37

X = 65 . 45

G r oup F = Group C
n=46

+ Group B

+

G r oup D

X = 71 . 79

lJ1
lJ1
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Appendix C
Attitud es To wa rd Mathematics Letter
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DEAR STUDENT:
THE SECONDARY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT AT UTAH
STATE UNIVERSITY REQUEST YOUR ASSISTANCE IN OBTAINING
RESEARCH DATA .

THE INFORMATION SOUGHT HAS TO DO WITH

ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS.

IT IS BELIEVED THAT SUCH

INFORMATION MAY SERVE TO IMPROVE FUTURE MATHEMATICS
TEACHING.

YOUR COOPERATION WILL GREATLY HELP IN BROAD-

ENING OUR FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE IN THIS AREA.

BECAUSE IT

IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU ANSWER TRUTHFULLY YOU ARE ASKED
NOT TO PUT YOUR NAME ON THE ANSWER SHEET.

YOUR RES-

PONSE TO ALL QUESTIONS WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL AND
WILL IN NO WAY AFFECT YOUR STANDING I N THIS CLASS OR USU.
YOUR PARTICIPATION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

;;;"$r~
W. DEAN SAMUELS,
RESEARCH CHAIRMAN
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